
White House Juniors 2014 Final: Norway – Germany A 

 

The final of the White House Juniors International Tournament 2014 saw Norway play 

against Germany A. Norway had a very close battle with Denmark in the semi final. The 

match was decided on the final board. Dennis Bilde had to pick the right lead to prevent 

overtricks to score enough IMPs to be decisive. He actually led the suit he and his partner 

had bid, giving declarer the overtricks he needed to score an IMP instead of losing one or 

more. Norway beat Denmark 99 – 97 in the end.  

 

In the other final the strong Israel team were beaten by Germany A. Germany A 

outscored the Israelis by 112 – 84 IMPs.  

 

This meant we had a final between Norway and Germany A. 

 

Norway: Christian Bakke – Kristoffer Hegge and Harald Eide – Kristian Ellingsen 

Germany A: Rafael Braun – Marie Eggeling and Paul Grünke – Vemund Vikjord 

 

Session 1 

On the first board of the final Norway immediately took the lead by an excellent lead 

from Kristoffer Hegge.  

 

 
 

Kristoffer Hegge heard hearts to his right and did not fancy a minor suit lead. Partner was 

marked with at least four spades, so he decided to try his luck there. On the actual deal he 

struck gold for a quick one down. Rafael Braun led a club after a similar auction and 

declarer could pick up nine tricks and 10 IMPs.  

 

On board 2 Norway reached a rather high 5♠, but although trumps broke bad the diamond 

finesse worked, so 11 tricks were safe. No swing there. 

 

Board 3 and 4 gave Norway an overtrick IMP each, to lead by 12-0. 



 

 
 

Vikjord decided to lead the Ace of diamonds and caught a discouraging nine from his 

partner. He elected to switch to a heart. Bakke put in the Ace and Grünke played an 

encouraging three. Vikjord won the first club per force and played another heart to the 

King. North returned to diamonds now, but it was too late as declarer already had one 

spade, three heart, one diamond and four club tricks. NS -400.  

 

 
 

At the other table it was North on lead and the diamond lead here made sure of a quick 

two down. 11 IMPs to Norway.  

 

On board 6 Germany went off in part scores on both tables, giving Norway another 4 

IMPs. Board 7 was a push in 3♣ for East-West, but North-South had ten tricks in 

diamonds available. 

 



 
 

Hegge and Bakke were lucky to escape a red suit lead, so 4♠ came home as the heart 

loser went on the clubs. NS -420.  

 

 
 

Against 5♣ North-South took their diamond winners before North switched to a top heart. 

On the run of the clubs North was caught in a heart-spade squeeze, so 5♣ made.  

Still 1 IMP to Norway, ahead by 28 now. 

 

Three boards followed that were all played in 4♠. The first one was a push for both tables 

made 11 tricks, the second was a push for nine tricks. The third was a tricky 4♠ after a 

preemptive 3♥ opening: 

 



 
 

Eggeling decided to double with her good trumps. Alas, three trump tricks was al she 

made as declarer could get rid of the club loser on the diamond. Both tables making 10 

tricks meant 5 IMPs to Norway. 

 

 
 

The Germans stayed low in 2♠ despite their combined 25 points. That contract was safe 

enough. Norway reached 3NT normal enough, but the ninth trick was nowhere to be 

found. Germany was on the board and they scored an extra overtrick on the next board as 

well, but were still trailing 6 – 33 IMPs. 

 

The final word in the first session was Norway’s as they competed to 3♦ making exactly, 

with being allowed to play 2♥ at the other table for a peaceful -50. 

The final score of the first set was 35 – 6.  



 

In the 3
rd

 place play-off Israel and Denmark were close. Israel also defeated 3NT on 

board 1, although it was played from the other hand there, so the spade lead was more 

obvious. Israel also scored 9 IMPs for making a 4♠ doubled with an overtrick for +990. 

On board 5 Israel extended their lead as they defeated 3NT in one room and made 3♣ in 

the other room. Denmark took some IMPs back for staying low on a part score deal. Then 

Israel overbid to a high 5♣, down two doubled.  

The 4♠ on board 11 went down at both tables in this match, though Bilde had doubled 

and Israel had redoubled. Still one down. In the end Israel were up by 4 IMPs, 29-25.  

 

Final 

Norway – Germany A  35 – 6  

 

3
rd

 place Play-off 

Israel – Denmark   29 - 25 


